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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA fsY[c
0

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING B0SSD SEP 13 P3d7
~ *

BEFORE ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGEE! rice OF SECRETAP+
C0CKE-TING & SEF:/la,

. Lawrence Brenner, Chairman- BRANCH

Dr.-Richard F. Cole
Dr. Peter A. Morris ~

SERVED SEP 141983

. _. )
In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-352-0L

) 50-353-0L
PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY )

, (Limerick Generating -Station, September 13, 1983
Units 1 and 2) )

)

MEMORANDUM'AND ORDER
REGARDING ESTABLISHMENT'0F HEARING SCHEDULE
AND GRANTING AWPP MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY

I. Schedule _
,

Th'e affected parties''are directed to' confer and propose a schedule-

for_ any remaining prehearing actions and the earliest date for

commencement of the evidentiary hearing on the four contentions for

which the formal discovery schedule was confirmed by the Board's order
]

of May 16, 1983. Those contentions are: |

I-62 (Lewis): Pressurized Thermal Shock

V-3a and 3b (F0E): Gas and Petroleum Pipeline Rupture

'V-4 (AWPP): Aircraft Carburetor Icing
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In' addition, the-affected parties shall confer and propose such a

schedule for the three' contentions. admitted for litigation by the

. Board's Second Special Prehearing Conference Order (Second SPC0),

LBP-83-39, 18 NRC___(July 26, 1983). 'Those contentions are:

I-8 (LEA): Loss of Offsite Power

I-15 (LEA):. Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage

I-33M (LEA): . ADS Logic */-

-
.

The parties may propose the same schedule for all of the above

contentions, or more than one schedule for the above contentions,

depending on the readiness for' hearing of the parties and the schedule -<

for.. issuance of any necessary NRC Staff review documents. The proposed

schedules shall include provision for intervenors, after. discovery, to

Laffirmatively state whether they still wish to pursue each contention as
.

.it has been admitted, or whether they move 'to withdraw it, or whether it

should be reworded to more specifically focus on what is'still in

contention. See Special Prehearing Conference Order (SPC0), LBP-82-43A,

,

-I By letter dated August 10, 1983, counsel for Applicant represents
*

that the ADS-logic will be modified prior to fuel load in accordance
"with contention I-33M. While the possibility of settlement of this-

- contention on such tenns -is a commendable step, such a letter does not
properly form the: basis for any present Board action. When and if a
settlement'is reached. . presumably supported by an agreed upon condition,
the affected parties' presumably will properly seek Board action by means
of a formal motion.

-
.
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'15 NRC 1423, 1489.(1982). 'Such formal contention reports shall be filed

by Mr. L'ewis, F0E and AWPP on the first-group of' contentions listed

above by September 30,-1983.
_

The'overall. schedule report shall be filed jointly if-practicable,

with' agreements and disagreements noted. If separate: reports must be

filed, they shall reflect coordinated discussion among the parties. The
,

Board preliminarily believes that.it should be reasonable for the

hearing. schedule to permit hearings -to be held on. at.least some 'of the

-issues in November or December 1983.

II. ~Prehearing Conference-

'The-Board presently is planning to hold a prehearing conference in

October 1983, probably the week of .0ctober 17, if proper arrangements

can be made. The agenda will include all pending items not ruled upon

prior to th'e conference, such as some of the pending contentions, for
,

which we believe'further discussion would.be helpful. The schedule and

contention; reports of the parties will also be discussed at the

conference. The Board will endeavor to issue a more specific agenda

before the conference.

While in the local area for the prehearing conference, the Board
,

will hold one or more limited appearance sessions, including at least-
.

-

one evening session, to receive oral and written statements from members

. _ _ _ ._- _ _ _ - -_ _ _ . _ , . _ . _ _ . _ _ _-
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Lof the' public. f Counsel tfor the.NRC Staff and Applicant are required .to*
.

~ ttend-limited appearance sessions. Representativ'es of other parties'

a-

;are~. invited-to attend.'2The parties are requested to suggest public-

(meeting rooms' in the local ~ area.of the site suitable for limited -,

.

: appearances,~along withia person'to: contact.for the meeting room, if
,

!

{ known? Such ' suggestions should be made by. telephone call or letter to i

_
.the Board's secretary. Mrs. Valarie M. l.ane, as soon as possible.~

.

.

i

/
. _ .

.

!
..

tin addition, the Board expects to. schedule a site vis'it to be made
~

:during the week.of the conference ~. Representatives of the parties are

invited to a'ttend'the-site: visit. The. parties.shall coordinate any
..

:necessary ' arrangements for the site visit among themselves, not later .'
'

~

-' .than the first day of the.prehearing conference.

n
.

,

Contention VI.1 (Pattern of Improper QA/QC)
,

;

-.0n August 5,c1983, the Air and Water' Pollution Patrol (AWPP) timely-

filed its1 objections and request for reconsideration'of the~ conditional ''

. ,

denial - of Jits contention. VI-1 by .the Board's 'Second SPC0,| supra,18.NRC
~

'

fat 1_, slip op. at 36 40.: That: denial was conditioned on confirmation,. ,

- > . tiy appropriate swornf affidavits, of representations of fact in a letter" -

Jfrom Applicant's. counsel and supporting attachments. By letter to the

BoarddatEd.' August 10,;1'983, counsel for Applicant, supported by the.

r . affidavit of an" official of. Applicant, states that certain of his

previous representations' wereynot correct. Applicant is reviewing the-'

U ,
,
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J matter and Expe'cted to report to the Board by September 10, 1983. We'

! await,the report, to be. filed in the form of"a formal pleading proposing

the particular-Board action requested,. and supported by affidavits
~

attesting to any facts relied upon by' Applicant. The NRC Staff shall,

and AWPP 'may, file' a'fonnal answer in motion form, to Applicant's
".. f pleading,'with appropriate sup. porting affidavits, within ten days from

.

'the1date.of s'ervice of Applicant's pleading, or ten days from the'date

ofx service =of this order, whichever!is later. 'The NRC Staff, on the

- .sameischedule,zshall file an answer to AWPP's motion for-

! reconsideration.. The Applicant shall also file an answer to AWPP's

' motion.- Applicant's answer. shall ~be filed at the- time it files its '

,

promised pleading or within ten days-from the date of service of'this

a- - order. whichever. is later.
.-

- 'AWPP-Motion to Compel Discovery on Contention V-4

.AWPP's-letter to the. Board of August 10, 1983, asks that Applicant
~

,

,

.be compelled to answer AWPP's interrogatories p, q (a's it relates to
~

wind shear) and u.. Construingythis' informal communication by letter as-u, -

a formal motion to compel, the motion is granted. Applicant shall

answer the interrogatories as. soon as practicable, and not later than+

- twenty' days'from the date of. service of this order.

p

? Applicant's August 29, 1983 answer to the motion is correct that

AWPP-Contention V-4 was admitted subject tc the Board's express
,

. o
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limitation.of the ' issue- to the potential hazard of aircraft carburetor

icing' caused by the cooling tower plume. Phenomena related to cooling

tower turbulence, along with other aspects of the contention as alleged.

by AWPP, were rejected for lack of basis. SPC0, supra, 15 NRC at

1514-15. However, AWPP's letter to Applicant of July 29, 19'3 (misdated8

June 29, 1983),-relied _on by AWPP's motion to compel, supports the
~

,

general relevance to the contention, for the present posture of

discovery, of the interrogatories relating to wind shear. The answers

could lead _tolthe discovery of admissible evidence. See 10 C.F.R. 9

2.740(b)(1). The thrust of the nexus of _the interrogatories to -the'

contention ~, as argued by AWPP,. is that a pilot encountering the plume'

would take' actions, .for reasons related to turbulence, which ' actions

' would increase- the potential for carburetor icing. This nexus is

sufficient to meet the cited discovery standard. The fact that the
~

- particular interrogatories do not appear to be an efficient route for

AWPP fto prepare for testimony.on this possibly material nexus to the

contention is not grounds for denying-the right of AWPP to ask these

three _ simple,. straightforward questions. -

We have reached the substance of this discovery dispute despite

serious procedural defects only because the defects may be laid at the

-doorstop of both AWPP and the Applicant. We comment.on them so that

similar failures to conform to our order of May 16,1983(unpublished),

slip op. at 2-3, will not be repeated. AWPP's interrogatories were

dated, and we assume served on, July 12, 1983. If so, Applicant's
'

.

" - ^
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objections ~were due by July 27,L 1983. Instead, the objections were not

served:unti1EAugust 1, 1983. (Applicant's informal letter to AWPP on-

July 23, 1983, indicating its' view ~that the . interrogatories are not

relevant,Jdoes not and obviously was:not intended to serve as the

required formal- objections.) _dur May 16, 1983 order warned that a party
~

which fails to make timely objections would be in default and would not

be ablefto later successfully oppose a_ motion to compel discovery. Slip

op. at 3.

AWPP's. letter to the Board of August 10, 1983, is well within the

time for a motion to compel triggered by Applicant''s objections of

' August 1, 1983. (AWPP's' informal letter to Applicant of July 29, 1983,

'could not be fairly construed as a motion to compel.) However, it fails

to comply with the important requirement that even after objections, the

: parties must again attempt to settle the discovery dispute and that the

motion to compel must include a certification to that effect, along
_

with:- "the. specific reasons why it was impossible for the parties to

reach a fair accommodation as a practical matter even where they hold

, divergent legal, views." (Emphasis in original.) Id. It was AWPP, as
,

-the movant, which failed in its duty to. meet this requirement. However,

the. Applicant's passive approach of not contacting AWPP to negotiate the
.

- matter upon receipt of AWPP's August 10,'1983 letter seeking to compel

answers, but instead waiting until its August 29, 1983 answer to the

motion' to note AWPP's defect, does not comport with the spirit of the

Board's strong and clear direction that the parties display all

_ _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ __ _ _ . . _ _
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necessary initiative to resolve. discovery disputes without the need for

the Board's intercession.

We also note that the three interrogatories.in dispute are simple

and require almost'no effort for Applicant to answer. We therefore

believe that Applicant's continued pursuit of its relevancy objection to

the point'of requiring a Board ruling, even if its objection had been

valid legally, is inconsistent with this Board's standard, quoted.above,

-that the practicalities as well as the legal disagreements involved in a

discovery dispute should make it essential for a party to involve the

. Board before a party seeks a ruling from the Board.

Finally, this discovery dispute brings to our atten'~~ n the fact

that the Board did not establish a particular schedule ft answers to

motions to compel. We had intended the' general time period for answers

set forth.in 10-C.F.R. 9 2.730(c), ten days from the cate of ' service of

the motion, to apply. See 10 C.F.R. 5 2.730(h). Accordingly, although

not a factor in our ruling on the instant discovery dispute, Applicant's

answer of August 29, 1983 was untimely filed-(even if'AWPP's motion was

mailed on August 11 as' stated by Applicant). By this~ order we add that

unless urgent circumstancas require _ a shorter time frame, we will ~ apply

the -same ten day time period for answers to motions to compel to all
:

parties, including the NRC Staff.
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Improper Use of Letters to the Board

Various parties,' including those represented by experienced

counsel,'have lapsed.into the practice of addressing informal letters to

the Board which deal with important procedural and substantive matters.

Typically, such a letter will'contain information upon which the writer
,

apparently expects some Board action'or.at least reliance. However,z

perhaps due to the' letter form, the party does not always make clear

- what~ action, or .in some cases lack of action, the party is seeking. To

compound the problem, parties not represented by counsel have been

,
-following this poor example set by counsel.

While we do not take the extreme step of prohibiting the letter

form for papers addressed to the Board,-such-a form should be resorted

'to rarely, if ever. Perhaps the only proper example would be generic
_

Bo'ard Notifications" of information sent by the NRC Staff to multiple"
.

boards'. In almost all. other. cases, writings addressed to the Board by

the parties shall be in formal pleading form, usually a motion, an

answer or a formal report of information, including a particularly
-

stated conclusion and/or.rcquest.for relief by the party, supporting'

affidavits where facts not commonly known and accepted are being relied

upon in the pleading, and a signed:and dated certificate of service

listing each of the parties served.

- - -+v g-y , & e,y y g- ,y - %g-g- ,%.g,e, w-- w ,,w--- w -w-.-wv*-wy-,w-w_w
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- Further, as.we previously had occasion in this proceeding to note,

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. i.2.708(b), the pleadings shall be on standard-

- letter sizeipaper with double-spaced. text (except that quotations may be

single-spaced and' indented)..
,

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY
AND LICENSING BOARD-

%%-

Lawrence Brenner, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE-

Bethesda, Maryland
September 13, 1983
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-UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
'

NUCLEAR REGULATORY' COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

BEFORE ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGES:

Lawrence Brenner, Chairman
Dr. Richard F.' Cole
Dr.. Peter A. Morris

.In'the Matter of Docket Hos. 50-352-0L
) 50-353-0L

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY

~ (Limer.ick Generating . Station , ) September 13, 1983
Units 11 and 2)

COURTESY NOTIFICATION

As circumstances warrant from time to time, the Board will mail
. copies of its memoranda and orders directly to each party, petitioner or
other interested participant. This is intended solely as a courtesy and
convenience to those served to provide extra time. Official service

-will be separate from the courtesy notification and will continue to be
made by' the Office of the Secretary of the Commission. Unless otherwise
stated, . time periods will be computed from the official service.

.

'I hereby certify that I have today mailed copies of the Board's
" Memorandum and Order Regarding Establishment of. Hearing Schedule and
Granting AWPP Motion to Compel Discovery" to the persons designated on
the attached Courtesy Notification List.

*%{A ' - 4th . La_,a ,
Valarie M. Lane
Secretary to Judge Brenner
Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board Panel

Bethesda, Maryland

Attachment-

- . . . . - . . . .. - . . . . . - . . - .. .. . - - - . . -,
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i | Troy B.; Conner, Jr. ,J Esq. -
Mark |J. Wetterhahn,.Esq.-

e: Conner and Wetterhahn-
11747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite'1050-.

1 Washington, DC 20006:

" Judith A. Dorsey,.Esq.
"1 Limerick: Ecology: Action.

.

1315 Walnut. Street, Suite 1632-
- Philadelphia, PA 19107

.
Charles 1W. Elliott, Esq. -

;; Limerick: Ecology Action-
1Brose and Poswistilo
-1101 Building ~
lith-& Northampton Streets

,, ,

LEaston, PA 18042-'

Mr. Frank ~ R. Romano
Air and Water Pollution Patrol'
61 Forest Avenue
Ambler,:PA.19002

Mr. . ,oert L. ' Anthony -
Friends of: the. Earth in the

,' Delaware-Valleyd
103 Vernon Lane, Box 186

:Moylan, PA 19065'

Mr. L Marvin > I . . Lewi s --
" :6504 Bradford Terrace

' Philadelphia, PA 19149

iAnn.Hodgdon,Esq.
Counsel for NRC Staff-
L'.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

'
Washington, DC 20555-
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